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 In discussions on the evolution of wooden boat typology it has become stereo 

typical to assert that the western tradition is based on the skeleton first principle in which 

the actual construction is preceeded by the framing of a precision engineering drawing to 

serve as the template for the construction which follows. In contrast it is believed that the 

shell frame principle dominates South Asia. Such a frame of reference rules out the role of 

innovation. It is important to remember that when the Discoveries Movement in Europe 

engendered increasing European presence in the Indian Ocean the existing European 

tradition came face to face with a complex amalgam which represented the essential profile 

of seafaring in the Indian Ocean. Within this the one element which has still to be 

delineated and understood is the Indonesian element. The Portuguese have referred to 

Indonesian maps based on a closely reticulated grid. Unfortunately there are no known 

examples. However, what is known is that Portuguese map makers integrated the 

knowledge they had acquired in their numerous interactions with Indian Ocean pilots and 

mariners. However, this aspect of Portuguese endeavour remains to be decoded.   

 The Chinese and Arabs however codified this base and hence, particularly in the 

case of the Arabs, they are credited with being the creators of their respective compendia. 

Boat architecture is one element in the totality of seafaring. Other constituents comprise 

navigation, composition of the crew, insurance to mention just a few. This presentation will 

be restricted to the aspect of boat building and grafting of innovation. In both work 

procedure plays an important role. In a discussion on work procedure an aspect which has 

to be borne in mind is that an artisanal approach to problem solving enjoys a basic commonality 

throughout India. Memory, manual skill, work experience and that indefinable quality of true 

apprenticeship with the master prevail over modern approaches to education. Rough and ready 

tools abort the need of standardised contrivances. These are difficult to verbalise but field 

exposure to prevailing procedures, in this case, boat building, whether it be in Gujarat at the 
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western tip of the subcontinent or in West Bengal towards the eastern end reveal similar 

solutions to problem solving. Bengal offers several examples as is to be found today in the 

construction of the Kakdwip trawler in Kakdwip, South Twenty Four Parganas, West Bengal
1
.   

 The problematic in relation to Gujarat boat carpentry is that whereas the entire sea littoral 

stretching the Arabian Peninsula to the state of Andhra Pradesh in South Asia the predominant 

tradition is of shell carpentry based on the sewn plank tradition in relation to the construction of 

the hull. Throughout Gujarat, whether it be  Kutch, Saurashtra or South Gujarat coir sewing is 

substituted by nailing of planks but approaches to work procedure remain firmly anchored within 

the traditional grooves of boat carpentry.  This presentation will be confined to the  study of 

methods of boat construction and plank joinery as documented on the basis of oral 

explanations provided Lallubhai Ramabhai Patel, Contractor on the work procedures 

documented at his boat building yard located in  Village Ponsri, Taluk Gamdevi, District  

Navsari, South Gujarat. The boat models under construction in his yard were modernised and 

mechanised versions of earlier types but work procedures have continued unchanged. There is an 

immediate resonance with the documentation recorded at Surat by the Dutch traveller, John 

Splinter Stavorinus circa eighth decade of the eighteenth century as well as James Hornell 

who covered the techniques of plank joinery circa 1946 in Bulsar and Bilimora2. In the case 

of Hornell the material collated from Dayabhai Tandel of Village Moti Danti, District Valsad,  

South Gujarat in relation to the construction procedures followed in the sailing vessel, the  

South Gujarat batelo, forms a useful point of reference on the validity of Indian 

ethnographic sources. A third resource person is Shantilal G. Mistry, Umarsadi, Machiwad, 

taluk Pardi, district Valsad. Wheras Dayabhai Tandel recalled information relating to sea 

going vessels Shantilal Mistry described work procedures of the construction of fishing 

boats.  Field study suggests that while oral information remains virtually uninterrupted in the 

case of wooden crafts, with the introduction of fibre glass old tools and work procedures are 

being rapidly replaced by mechanised tools with accompanying discontinuities in work 

procedure. 

  Since Gujarat plank joinery follows a different procedure from the general 

practice of coir sewing of planks and since the method approximates those followed when shell 
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gave way to skeleton first in the Discoveries period the question may be raised as to whether the 

new model evolved from the Portuguese or the Dutch model which played the lead role
3
. In this 

context Ernestine Carreira
4
 clearly establishes that as early as 1580 European methods of ship 

carpentry were consciously fostered by the Portuguese in Daman. The Dutch influence is 

associated with Kutch
5
. The maritime development of Kutch is chronologically analogous to that 

of South Gujarat. However, there is a disjunction in dating between the creation of port and 

constructions of boats building facilities at Kutch Mandvi and explicit connectivity with the 

Dutch. It is stated that a merchant, Topan Seth, circa 1581 developed port installations and ship 

building facilities here. He also set up furnaces in neighbouring Bhachau  for the manufacture of 

nails. However, it was only in 1732 that there is reference to the navigator, Ramji Malam, who is 

said to have made his way to Holland.   Ramji Malam is reputed to have spent eighteen years in 

Europe where he learned several technologies which he introduced on his return to Kutch.
6
                                                                                                                                                                                                

At the initial stage the two stem and stern posts are joined to the keel after which 

the two garboard planks are rabbet jointed to the keel. The ribs are raised on this base 

thus providing a  skeleton structure on which the remaining portion of the hull is to be 

raised. As there is a minimal support base, the series of floor timbers and ribs are 

supported and held in place by temporary horizontal wooden planks. While the method of 

the support system approximates that of skeleton first in boat construction the cognitive 

approach to boat building particularly as relating to points of curvature are based in 

practices associated with shell first techniques as have been documented in other parts of 

coastal India.  

 

Documentation of the South Gujarat Hodi 

 According to oral tradition
7
  the traditional boat of South Gujarat was the vahan or the 

Surati batelo (fig. 1). The oral information relating to this model will be integrated with the 

documentation of actual carpentry processes witnessed at the Lassubhai Ramanbhai Patel, Boat 

Building Yard, Village Ponsri, Taluk Gamdevi, District Navsari. The boat documented here was 

a hodī of earlier times, now modified to function as a trawler. However, both the carpentry as 

well as the joinery procedures has endured into modern times with little modification. The 
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processes of boat building have been meticulously described in the sources quoted above and 

will not be duplicated. However, additional ethnological data is being provided below. 

 The maximum and minimum lengths of the keel of the batelo range between 100' and 60'. 

The pathan, keel, would be aligned on a series of vahan cha, supports, 3' in height and 10" in 

width. Single supports are placed to preserve balance while double props, nut and screw bolted, 

are placed on either side to prevent shift (fig. 2). The vahan cha are positioned at intervals on the 

ground, the longest keel requiring six and the smallest four. Additional rests would be positioned 

as the building of the hull progresses upward (fig. 3 ). The wood from which the phalli/ lang, 

planks, and other boat structures are to be sawn are, to the extent possible, secured from naturally 

curved logs (fig 4 ) to avert points of weakness. The two agli nar and pichli nar (stem and stern 

posts) are joined to the pathan (keel), the order followed being firstly the stem and followed by 

the stern post. These are held in place with the help of external supports. 

 In the case of fishing boats according to Shantilal Mistry, Umarsadi, Machhiwad, the 

stem and stern posts would be scarf jointed to the keel (in this case 40'in length) but in a manner 

to allow flexibility. External supports would hold up the two posts, the stem post measuring 11' 

and the stern post 10'. Two points, AB and BC would be marked at equal distances of 1' on the 

stem post measuring upward from the keel. A plumb line would be dropped from point C and a 

distance of 9' would be measured on the ground starting from the point on the ground connecting 

upwards to point B. This would determine the angle of the stem post. The same method would be 

followed for the stern post but in this case the distance would be 1.75'. A similar method is 

followed in the case of larger sea going craft. According to Dayabhai Tandel in a 41' keel both 

the stem and stern posts would temporarily aligned at the two points of termination. A pole 

(stambha) is driven into the ground at the outer ends of termination. A kapi (pulley) which can 

push the post backwards or forwards is also attached to the two posts. A plumb line is dropped 

from the kapi and a point at the distance of 5½' from the point of termination of the keel is 

measured. This would determine the angle of the stem post. The same method is followed for the 

stern post the angular distance being of a lesser order. 

 The length of the keel is now divided into five segments, each point being called joroo or 

farma. The distance between the individual farma as also the width across the hull differ 
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according to whether the boat is a fishing vessel or a sea going craft. The distance on the keel 

between the individual joroo is called gala. The joroo are positioned by the master boat builder 

entirely by eye estimation. In the case of a fishing boat with a 40' keel, starting from the stem end 

the first joroo would have a cross width of 5'. The second would have a width of 10' the third and 

fourth 12' and the fifth towards the stern would be 11'. All curvature of the hull including that at 

the bilge is effected between sets of joroo. For a seagoing vessel with a keel of 65' the distance 

between the first joroo is 12' between the third and fourth 14'while at the stern it is again 12'. 

Apart from these five divisions towards the stem post stretching across a length of 13' along the 

rim of the hull are three additional V shaped joroo each with a width of 14'.  At each farma a 

continuous angular frame stretching from the keel upwards would be placed (cf. fig. 5). Each 

frame would be attached to the keel by nut and bolt. The master builder would then assess by 

eye, nazar, whether any adjustments were required. The frames would be continuously 

refashioned until the master carpenter was satisfied. The term for floor timber is dariya vāk the 

rib being called bras vāk. A temporary wooden plank would support each point of extremity of 

the bras  the upper extremity of each frame to hold the structure in position (fig. 5). During this 

exercise the master carpenter would have also encompassed the desired curvature of the bilge. 

The two makkhi pathan (garboard) are vadhro (rabbet) jointed to the pathan thus completing the 

skeleton structure (Fig. 5). At this juncture the two keelson, pathanu,  extending between the two 

terminal ends of the keel to the second and fourth  farma (Fig. 6), respectively are secured into 

on the vāk with a bent nail, dagri keel in alignment with the keel
8
.Water accumulates at the area 

between the two points of termination of the pathanu. Limber holes, hamare, are provided in the 

floor timbers, the dariya vāk (fig. 7).  

  The remaining portion of the hull has now to be completed. The floor timber is joined 

with nut and bolt to the ribs by the phasri wad  (fig. 8) without the luting procedure. As there is a 

minimal support base, the series of vāk, floor timbers and ribs are held in place by temporary 

wooden planks (fig. 5).  After the hull has been completed an outer protection cover for the stem 

post, par nar made to adhere without any jointing procedure with mir (fig. 9).  

 The iron adze referred to by Hornell is the vāla (fig.10) while the chisel is called 

pharsi (see fig. 11). The term for fender (see fig.7) is lobadi and that for the stringer 

(corresponding to the fender but aligned above the vāk along the upper section of the inner 
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hull) is tāl. A third element, the perchā, is laid above the gunwale, to facilitate walking (fig. 

13). The generic term for plank joinery is data. 

 

 To secure bending where required the planks are coated with mud on both surfaces and 

placed above a fire created of wood shavings being turned over from face to face several times 

(fig. 14). Water is sprinkled to control the heat during this procedure. The head carpenter, 

vadhiva, supervises this process. While the plank is still hot it is carried to the hull and clamped 

into position to acquire the desired curvature. The wooden clamp secured to the phalli, plank 

with rope is called potha (fig.15). After between two to three hours the phalli is taken off, 

secured into position on the ground and left to cool for between 12 to 24 hours (fig.16).  It is then 

reset on the hull. The process of bending and twisting where necessary is accomplished under the 

close supervision of the master carpenter. 

 The carpentry procedures followed in the construction of the hodi documented at Ponsri 

demonstrated a remarkable ethnological contiguity with the earlier descriptions of Hornell and 

Stavorinus recorded above. Although a single plank would be preferred for the keel, and indeed, 

the hodi documented at Ponsri had a keel, 44' in length secured from a single piece of wood, 

longer keels demanded joinery to achieve the desired length. The scarf (fig. 17) or keyed scarf, 

the generic appellation being sandho, is used (fig. 18 ). The pathanu, keelson, is fixed into 

position on the vā k with a bent nail, dagri keel in alignment with the keel. 

 The points of termination of the aga nar and pichli nar at which they are joined to the 

pathan are of the same dimensions as the mating face of the pathan. Both edges are cut at right 

angles so that one slips into the other, the joint being called pathan nar jorwano (see fig.12). A 

variation of the same joint is used in lengthening the floor timbers and ribs, the vāk (cf. fig. 8). 

When the vāk are lengthened upward nuts and bolts are used at the point of joinery. The vāk are 

nailed in from outboard being clenched inboard. The wood below the head of the nail at points of 

curvature is etched out in triangular shape and the head of the nail is recessed into this (fig. 19).     

 The major joint used both for laying the individual rows of hull planking on the vertical 

plane as well as in extending individual planks of the hull on the horizontal plane is the rabbet, 

the vadro khacho, so graphically described above by Stavorinus and Hornell. The joinery 
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between the individual rows of hull planking and the stem and stern posts is also by means of the 

vadro khacho. The process of defining the angle which will shape the rabbet is shown in figures 

20 and 21. Since the hull also has a rounded form along its bilge the plank has to be shaped 

accordingly and the angularity of the rabbet joint has to incorporate this requirement (cf. fig.22 ). 

Proper fitting of planks at such points of curvature involves greater care than in portions without 

angularity. A series of marks are made in chalk to indicate how much paring is to be done at 

various points to ensure smooth accommodation between the two rabbet edged planks (figs. 23, 

24, 25, 26, 27). Figure 28  shows the angularity towards the stem section while figure 29  show a 

more flattened form towards the stern. Indications of specific areas along plank widths which are 

to be chiselled are drawn   with  dori, string,  and kharu, chalk  The mating edge of the plank, 

rabbeted and fitted on the hull, is painted with a mineral colour, gheru, and the about to be fitted 

plank is then set on a trial basis several times (Fig. 30). At each fitting the areas where the gheru 

has been transferred are planed until a perfect match is obtained. This process of repeated fitting 

is called vadro de nir. When two planks are horizontally joined a slanting rabbet is used being 

called adham. The method of luting described by John Splinter Stavorinus continues into present 

times, gum being called mir while the appellation for cotton wool is kapas. The proportions used 

in Gujarat for making mir are 3 kg of damar
9
 to 2 kg of til , sesame oil. 

  Lap joints are also in evidence at the bilge (figs. 31 32). Apart from bending through 

heating of the wood clamping also plays a crucial role in ensuring spot adjustments. In certain 

spots the clamps have to be nailed or screwed into position. After the clamping procedure these 

holes are plugged from the outer skin with sura, wooden pegs (fig. 33). If clamping is to be 

accomplished over wider horizontal areas the metal clamp, bhir, is used (fig.29). The lashing 

device to draw together individual rows in hull planking mentioned by Hornell in relation to the 

construction of the machwa at Bulsar and Billimora appears to have been totally replaced by 

systems of clamping in modern times. 

 On completion of the hull mast steps, superstructures and masts are prepared. A mast step 

is prepared by scooping out a segment from a block of wood. The mast is placed in an angular 

fashion. In the case of the fishing boat at the initial stage a small temporary mast is placed here 

and the angle is determined by plumb line as in the case of the stem and stern posts.fter all 

building procedures have been completed there is meticulous segment by segment inspection of 
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the hull (fig.34) with markings to show satisfactory conclusion. Finally mir is applied with a 

pissi, cotton wool twisted around a handle, both on the inner and outer skins of the hull. It is then 

left to dry in the sun. It is now ready for commissioning.  

 Conclusion 

 In conclusion it may be stated that there is a huge repertoire of ethnological data waiting 

to be explored and documented in Gujarat. The richness of the data points to the fecundity of the 

maritime contacts of Gujarat in earlier times. It is also important to note that methods of boat 

building in Gujarat are quite distinct from the rest of the surrounding area in which the sewn 

plank tradition as reviewed by Patrice Pomey 
10

 is the prevalent mode. This also raises the 

interesting question as to whether a similar pattern existed in other pockets of West Asia. In the 

light of the prevailing data base available to the authors of this article the answer remains 

elusive. 
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 See Varadarajan, forthcoming,  Chapter 9, “The Kakdwip trawler”. 

2
 See Stavorinus, 1798 and Hornell, 1946. 

3
 See Unger, 2011. The significance of the Portuguese inputs into the Dutch maritime practices is stressed in this 

article. 
4
 Ernestine Carreira,  2006, op.cit, 595. Carreira further states (ibid., loc.cit.) that only small to medium ships  

suitable for sailing in the western Indian Ocean were built at Daman. In 1580 a master ship builder from 
Venice was hired to introduce European techniques and models into Daman. 
5
 For Dutch shipbuilding see Hoving, 2012, 8. 

6
 See Makrand Mehta, 2009, 55-56. 
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 The informants include: Dayabhai Tandel, Village Moti Danti, Dist Valsad and Laljibhai M. Tandel, Village Nani 

Danti, Dist Valsad, interviewed on 05 Oct 2010, and again on 23 Aug 2012; Lallubhai Ramabhai Patel, Contractor,  

Boat Building Yard village Ponsri,taluk Gamdevi, District Navsari,  interviewed 11 March 2011 again on 23 Aug 

2012; Bhai Jagdish Dwarkanath Koli (Trombay, Mumbai),overseeing the building of the hodi-trawler commissioned 

by him at the boat building yard of  Lallubhai Ramabhai Patel, interviewed at Ponsri 11 March 2011. 
8
 According to Dayabhai Tandel, Village Moti Danti, Dist interviewed on 23 Aug 2012 the nail is first bent and then 

straightened. After hammering in a vertical fashion at the desired point it is driven in an angular fashion and it then 
resumes a bent form. 
9
 Dammar used in Gujarat can be secured from various sources : Andaman damar (Canarium euphyllum), black 

damar (Canarium strictum), rock damar (Hopea robusta), white damar (Vateria indica) <Major Research Findings - 

Central Institute of Fisheries Technology, http://www.cift.res.in/innercontent.php?contentid=NzM=&mater...> 
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 Patrice Pomey, pp. 133-146 in Varadarajan, 2011. 

 

 

 


